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Fixing Common Golf Issues 
 

Golfers are faced with troubles for they do not know how to manipulate the club, their trunk, 

the golf ball and the mind altogether in a cohesive end. Numerous golfers reckon that exercise 

really works out all the difficulties. Surely, but it calls for several abilities and systems in order 

not to create golf mistakes every session you do. A golf lesson could actually help with coping 

with golf issues. The player who desires to become successful is the one who is prepared to 

exercise some additional endeavors to discover more.  

 

It isn't every time that you wish the golf ball to make your intended goal. There are certain 

components which you must consider in developing your ability and flexibleness. It doesn't 

matter whether you are a beginner or a nonprofessional golfer, it pays off to read at the 

minimum, one golf guide book to assist you describe your golf difficulties and work them out 

right away. There are many golfing errors and the only thing you need to do is to pick them out 

in order for you to apply essential strategies to stop them in the yet to come years.  

 

As maintained by golf swing instructors, one of the well known issues chanced upon by linkmen 

is the terrible putting. In order for you to manage this appropriately, you must stand at ease 

keeping your feet closer compared to how the shoulder width apart. This is also the same with 

giving the golf-club a steady grip. If you stand up, you must keep your eyes straightly 

concentrated on the golf ball. Logically, you must sustain a parallel course of the eyes in the 

direction of the putt. Decide on a dominant hand in which you can command the golf club and 

hold the tempo of both the backstroke and the advance shot.  
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